From: Chief of Naval Operations.  
To: Chief of Naval Intelligence.  
Subject: Central Intelligence Group - Sponsorship of.  

1. Reference (a) established the U.S. Naval Administrative Command, Central Intelligence Group, under a commanding officer and assigned it as an activity of the Chief of Naval Operations.

2. The sponsorship of the Central Intelligence Group is hereby assigned to the Chief of Naval Intelligence, who shall render full cooperation and assistance at all times to the Director of the Central Intelligence Group.

/s/ D. C. RAMSEY
VCHO

cc: Op-02  
Op-03  
Director of Central Intelligence  
BuSndA HF-1-4  
BuSndA OPT-1  
BuPers 21524  
BuPers 2221  
Op-20M  
Op-24B  
Op-24C  
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